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Diversity: Grades 1 - 2
Objectives - To develop an awareness of gender stereotypes - To realize that girls and boys can be good . . .

Objectives
To develop an awareness of gender stereotypes

To realize that girls and boys can be good at many of the same things

Activity
Share the following story with the children: "One day, I was playing football with three boys in the park.
We had been playing for a while when my friend Sarah came along and said she wanted to play too.
Right away Tony and Jack said, 'No way! Girls can't play football.' I could tell Sarah felt bad, and I knew
that she could throw the ball a lot farther than I could, but I didn't know what to do. What do you think I
should have done?"

Allow the children to discuss what they would have said and done in this situation. You may want to
stimulate the discussion with questions such as

Should the boys have let Sarah play with them? 

Why do you think they said girls can't play football?

Do you think boys are better than girls at some things?

Read the children the story below and get their advice about how to handle the situation: "One time, my
friend Devon and I knocked on the door to my neighbor Maria's house. She was playing with Julie, a girl
from our class, and they were pretending to make dinner in Maria's play kitchen. Devon and I thought
that sounds like fun but Julie said, 'You can't play with us - boys don't know how to cook!' What do you
think I should have said?"

Tell the children you are going to read some questions and you want them to think about who the
question is describing - boys, girls, or both.

Who is really good at painting pictures?

Whose favorite sport is soccer?

Who likes to make pancakes?

Who is really good at listening to friends when they have a problem?

Who likes to build with blocks?

Tell the children you are going to read the same questions again and this time you want them to stand
up if the question describes them. Discuss how these results compare with what the children thought
the first time they heard the questions. Do the children think boys and girls can be good at, and like
doing, the same things?
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Activities and Lesson Plans

Bullying: Grades 1 - 2

Bullying: Grades 2 - 3

Conflict Management: Grades K -
1

Conflict Management: Grades 3 -
5

Strangers: Grades K - 1

Strangers: Grades 2 - 3

Home Alone: Grades 2 - 3

Home Alone: Grades 3 - 5

Gun Safety: Grades 4 - 5

Peer Pressure: Grades Pre K - K

Alcohol, Tobacco, and Other
Drugs: Grades 2 - 3

Alcohol, Tobacco, and Other
Drugs: Grades 3- 5

Alcohol, Tobacco, and Other
Drugs: Grades 4 - 5

Diversity: Grades 1 - 2

Diversity: Grades 3 - 5

Media Literacy: Grades 1 - 2

Media Literacy: Grades 3 - 5

Internet Safety: Grades 4 - 5

Bicycle Safety: Grades 1 - 2

Bicycle Safety: Grades 3 - 5

Planning an Event

Fundraising Tools

Events

Rapid Response

Did you know…that private support from
individuals like you is one of NCPC’s

primary sources of revenue?
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